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VERA'S SONGVERA'S SONG

"Let's say goodbye with a Let's say goodbye with a 
smile, dear smile, dear 
Just for a while, dear Just for a while, dear 
We must part We must part 
Don't let this parting upset Don't let this parting upset 
you you 
I'll not forget you, I'll not forget you, 
sweetheartsweetheart
We'll meet again We'll meet again 
Don't know where Don't know where 
Don't know when Don't know when 
But I know we'll meet But I know we'll meet 
again some sunny dayagain some sunny day
  
Keep smiling through Keep smiling through 
Just like you always do Just like you always do 
'Till the blue skies drive the 'Till the blue skies drive the 
dark clouds far away dark clouds far away 
So will you please say hello So will you please say hello 
To the folks that I knowTo the folks that I know
  
Tell them I won't be long Tell them I won't be long 
They'll be happy to know   They'll be happy to know   
That as you saw me go That as you saw me go 
I was singing this songI was singing this song
  
We'll meet again We'll meet again 
Don't know where Don't know where 
Don't know when Don't know when 
But I know we'll meet But I know we'll meet 
again some sunny day…"again some sunny day…"
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Editor having coffee with Carlton’s Percy Jones and former Herald-Sun editor Peter Coster
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EDITORIAL

A new world in Victoria
Yes. Health. Economics. Business. Smaller 
businesses. Communities. Even Footy, 
with a few tight plays of the ball.

Despite all this, the government and business 
and Society will continue to bore or plod along, 
or something in between. Keeping the Citicrats/
public servants and others in those city buildings 
with so much on their mind that they do not 
wander beyond the green paddocks and fences of 
Northcote. And the Trades Hall in Lygon Street.

The Premier is standing quite tall. Yet, the FACTS 
of the virus are getting more confusing with the 
Victorian government and its representatives 
not always being clear/the same, as time goes by. 
Especially with the second Stage 3 upon us. Dear 
media: To what extent are the Unions intertwined 
with Victorian Government decisions. Ethnic 
habits are all but not discussed by the media: an 
interesting case is the city of Leicester which is 
the only British city in lock-down at the moment. 

Yes. The Opposition(s) chews at the 
Government. In Victoria and federally. Not 
enough. Perhaps a balance between screaming 
in dangerous times. Might not be able to 
get in front of the media curtain......

The small business owner/operator is on the 
other side of the fence from the Victorian 
government and the union influence/control over 
so many/most/all Spring Street decisions. Reflect 
on our cafes and pubs. Run by individuals and 
families. How sad. CBD. A couple of thousand 
places to find a bite to eat or a glass to drink. 
And the Inner and outer suburbs. And in the 
Bush, in some areas struggling to arise from the 
bushfires through the continuing bureaucratic 
smoke. All under threat of closure, or worse.

Stage 3 second time will do things to many 
owners and staff that the Victorian Government 
certainly did not calculate nor even imagine, as 
they are in another world. Might the unions have 
cared not that union-less hotels and cafes need 
close, for another six weeks from 8 July. And 
might the unions (denied by ‘the government’) 
have preferred their staff rather than the Army 
to ‘care ‘for people in quarantine in hotels.

Have to say that an article in The Age suggested 
that Premier Jeff Kennett was responsible 
for removing so many staff and connections 
between hospitals and the health department(s), 
which has caused so much lack of communi-
cation over the current health issues. Reflect. 
Victoria was then bankrupt, in all but name. 
As my ‘during the day’ occupation brings so 
many insights, and we read on the additional 
many, many, thousands of bureaucrats that have 
come into the Victorian Public Service in the 
past ten years. Heaven’s sake.. What are they 
all doing? Let’s put Jeff back.     Very   nearby, 

A shortage of public health professionals 
is being blamed for Wave 2. With a lack of 
contact tracers and an inability to train them 
at scale leaving the state more vulnerable 
than if the transmissions had occurred in New 
South Wales. Yoni Bashan, The Australian. 

Took three coffeezooms to write this 
Editorial. To Dear Readers. Stand Tall. 
Be careful. Look after yourself. And 
then you can look after Others.

Do not look on the virus as a curtain. At 
then same time, so much/so much continues 
as usual or somewhat so. In Government. 
Society. Business. And Footy.

And on a positive note. Reflect on Vera 
Lynn.   And turn her on You-tube..

‘Til the next edition.     Oh1 Complimentary 
Letter From Canberra for the immediate 
editions. Chase it on your computer if 
it does not arrive later this week.

 Dame Vera Margaret Lynn  was an English 
singer, songwriter and entertainer whose 
musical recordings and performances were 
very popular during the  Second World War. 
She was widely referred to as the "Forces' 
Sweetheart" and gave outdoor concerts for the 
troops in  Egypt,  India  and  Burma   "We'll 
Meet Again", "(There'll Be Bluebirds Over) The 
White Cliffs of Dover", " Vale. 18 June 2020.

  

Photo: Editor‘s mother in 1940. An Alfred 
Nurse, the first of nine Australian Nurses to 
exchange glances with the King on this occasion. 
Editor was attracted to this book Australian 
Women at War, in a bookshop, and immediately 
upon opening it, this photo stared out at him.   

 GOVERNANCE. POLICY. POLITICS

Premier Under Fire Over State Secrecy
State secrecy has worsened since the 
Labor government was elected, with new 
figures showing a steady year-on-year 
decline in the release of information by 
Victorian departments and agencies. 

Years after Labor promised to end the ‘culture 
of secrecy’ surrounding freedom of information 
in Victoria, a five-year review’s findings have 
prompted an unprecedented call by the state’s 
FOI watchdog for a revamp of the state’s 
freedom-of-information system. Farrah Tomazin, 
The Age. Your Editor muses that the Victorian 
Government Bookshop was a useful start for 
getting to understand government. It closed 30 
June 2014., most unfortunately for the outsider.   

Plaintiff Trawlers
The Victorian government has been referred to 
the Independent Broad-Based Anti-Corruption 
Commission over its refusal to reveal how 
many times it met with a leading class-action 
law firm and major Labor donor before 
proceeding with a contentious move to allow 
lawyers to charge lucrative contingency fees. 

Attorney-General Jill Hennessy and her 
department are being investigated by the state’s 
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freedom-of-information watchdog following 
a complaint by Liberal MP Bev McArthur; 
who alleged unreasonable delays in providing 
access to documents at a critical time. ‘Details 
of any meetings and what was discussed 
in them are crucial ahead of debates in the 
Parliament on a bill that would allow Maurice 
Blackburn to charge contingency fees in any 
class actions they run.’ Bev McArthur. Sumeyya 
Ilanbey and Samantha Hutchinson, The Age.

Former Premier Steve Bracks is the 
chairman of Maurice Blackburn.   

THE VIRUS

Due to positive tests
The Victorian government has declared 
Metropolitan Melbourne to be in lockdown, 
commencing 8 July for six weeks, also Mitchell 
Shire to the North of Melbourne. Restrictions 
do allow education, exercise, work or med-
ical or compassionate Also, nine tall public 
housing towers in Northern Melbourne and 
Flemington. There is lots of   suburban testing, 
in hotspots in suburbs which are largely caused 
by extended families…As at Friday 10 July 
almost all of these were deemed safe enough 
for residents to move in and out within reason.

ABC Virus Update 10/11 July
288 tested positive in past 24 hours.   
22,000 road/tests on 9 July.

Masks recommended to Melbournians, in 
public. Especially public transport and shopping 
centres but not in schools. Masking might 
not be enforced, yet social distancing and 
groups larger than regulated will be fined. 

A wet weekend. 11-12 July. Stay inside.

Business Support Package. $500 million 
to support health, tourism (including can-
cellation of reservations). Some towns are 

quite isolated. Alpine resorts have turned 
off ski-lifts. 40,000 for regional hotels: 
incentivising regional Victorians who have 
the chance to move around, to do so.

Victorian unemployment reaching to 11 percent

Serious. Very Serious. Quarantine 
sub-contractors. An inquiry by a judge 
is to be ,. /////   u6quarantine’, in the later 
part of the first time around Stage 3. Seems 
many were sub-contracted, unqualified 
people, who did not know nor could rise to the 
importance of their health/quarantine role.

Train and bus schedules to be increased!!! With 
almost empty Vehicles!! Who is behind this 
decision? From Monday 13 July, there will be 
more trains running an average of 10 more   
per train route  . Why!   when trains that are 
travelling today, they are empty, with an average 
of only 3 to four per carriage. This is nothing 
more than giving the rail unions more money 
plus more over time. (His) excuse is that we 
need more trains so to be safer against the virus 
but everyone is home bound or in lock down  

International flights home limited 
to 1,000 travellers per week. People 
coming home. Not into Victoria.

On tonight's news. 10 July.   A woman was 
fined  $1,600  for driving 13 kms to feed her 
horse. How stupid, and ridiculous.    If she 
did not feed her horse would she be fined for 
cruelty of an animal?  This State is really 
out of control in every way..,.,coffeezoom.

  

Safe at last
The Victorian Government has hired up to 35 
KPMG management consultants over less than 
four months to help co-ordinate its COVID-19 
response. Not saying whether any consultant had 
a role in establishing Victoria’s hotel quarantine 
scheme. Rachel Baxendale, The Australian.

MelbState Pledges Extra 
$10m for Homeless
The Victorian government will spend almost $10 
million extending the stay of homeless people in 
hotels and helping them find long-term housing. 
Homeless people disappeared from the streets 
within days in March after the government 
paid to put them in hotels due to concerns of 

an outbreak of the virus among vulnerable 
rough sleepers unable to socially isolate. 

More than 4,500 have been provided with emer-
gency accommodation across Victoria – at a 
cost to the Victorian government of $15 million – 
with 1,000 put up in hotels in the CBD alone. An 
estimated 80,000 people are waiting for public 
housing in Victoria. Jewel Topsfield, The Age. 

State MP Flying High Despite 
Pandemic Lockdown
Victoria’s high-flying former aviation minister 
Gordon Rich-Phillips repeatedly took to the 
skies during the lockdowns, traveling more 
than 3,000 kilometres while lock-down 
was active. Rich-Phillips has defended his 
conduct, saying all his flights were taken for 
work or consistent with health department 
advice on the use of ‘hobby planes’. 

‘As the shadow minister for aviation, it’s my 
job to visit regional airports and all trips have 
been consistent with the COVID directions.’ 
He said these flights were for legitimate work 
purposes, including a 700-kilometre round trip 
to the Warracknabeal aerodrome in the state’s 
north-west to assess the case for a requested 
upgrade of fuelling and other facilities, and 
a trip to inspect the condition of regional 
airports in Orbost, Bairnsdale and Mallacoota. 

He said all these flights were consistent 
with COVID-19 advice published on the 
DHHS website at the time, under the head-
line ‘Can I fly a hobby plane?’ The advice 
stated: ‘You are allowed to fly a hobby plane, 
model plane or a kite.’ Chip Le Grand, The 
Age.   A practical parliamentarian.]]x

PARTY POLITICAL

Labor Ethnic War
Victorian Labor’s internal ethnic war looks 
set to reignite after a key player in Premier 

Clean Force is a WISE Employment social enterprise offering commercial cleaning services in Melbourne 
and Sydney. Our expert teams offer consistency of service, security and peace of mind for our clients. 
Let Clean Force help you look good and contact us today!

wiseemployment.com.au
facebook.com/WISE-Employment

cleanforce.com.au
facebook.com/WISE-Employment

We’re here to make you look good
Quality cleaning services with outstanding social benefits
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Andrews’ Socialist Left faction was handed a 
heavy punishment by an internal tribunal for 
branch stacking and inciting ‘ethnic resentment’. 

The confrontation came after months of tension 
within state Labor as Left and Right factions jos-
tled for control of key seats in Melbourne’s west 
and south-east and for recruits among the city’s 
growing multicultural communities. Noel Towell 
and Sumeyya Ilanbey, The Age. 14 February. 

An Australia Day Western Suburbs branch 
function turned ugly. Factional warlords 
are recruiting among Melbourne’s growing 
migrant community from the Indian 
sub-continent, leading to splits along 
national, ethnic and religious fault lines. 

Labor’s Capp Bust
Labor has finalised its ticket to run against 
Lord Mayor Sally Capp at October’s 
Melbourne City Council election and there 
is a notable absence from its line-up. The 
party’s administrative committee last week 
anointed Slater and Gordon’s Phil Reed as its 
pick to vie for the mayoral robes. The Age. 

Change to Election Law Faces Inquiry
A divisive change to election laws will be 
put under scrutiny in a bid to force more 
disclosure of political donations, as a new 
analysis warns it is almost impossible to identify 
money transferred within the major parties. 

The federal government will have to wait on the 
inquiry before knowing whether it can gain the 
numbers in the Senate to prevent state laws stop-
ping the flow of donations to federal campaigns. 

The new analysis has deepened crossbench 
concerns about the government plan, with 
the Parliamentary Library concluding it is 

‘essentially impossible’ to easily identify 
transfers between state and federal branches. 

The main political parties received at least 
$420 million in donations last financial year 
under a complex system that relies on paper 
forms to disclose payments to federal and 
state branches from thousands of donors. 

While some state laws ban donations from 
property developers and apply tighter caps 
on disclosure than the federal regime, it 
is difficult to track whether money paid 
for a federal purpose is used only for 
that purpose. David Crowe, The Age. 

Byrne’s Bugging ‘Could be Illegal’
Embattled Labor MP Anthony Byrne’s 
covert role in the taping of fallen party 
powerbroker Adem Somyurek has been 
labelled unethical and potentially illegal 
by ALP elder and former parliamentary 
security committee member Michael Danby. 

After The Australian revealed texts in which 
Byrne attacked senior Labor colleagues and 
female staffers and said he was going to ‘destroy 
a guy’s career’ via Nine’s 60 Minutes program, 
the Victorian MP is under more pressure to 
step down as deputy chairman of the powerful 
security committee. Dennis Shanahan and 
Richard Ferguson, The Weekend Australian. 

ALP Leaders Holding All the Cards
It is a fiction to suggest the downfall of Adem 
Somyurek over branch stacking in Victoria 
and the subsequent ALP national executive 

intervention is a state issue without influence 
on the federal parliamentary Labor Party. 

A left-right deal on at least one new federal ALP 
seat at the next election, a restoration of the 
decades-old Victorian power-sharing ‘stability 
agreement’, the factional balance at the ALP 
national conference and a readjustment of trade 
union power are all affected by the cross-fac-
tional hit on the disgraced cabinet minister. 
Dennis Shanahan, The Weekend Australian. 

Byrne’s Messages: 
‘No support from Shorten whatsoever. 
He makes me sick to my stomach with 
his ingratitude… if I saw Bill today, I 
would throw him out of my office.’ 

‘… Hope Daniel (Andrews) enjoys the 
victory. I hope this signs his death warrant 
politically.’ The Weekend Australian. 

Watchdogs Join Forces to 
Probe Stackathon
The Victorian government faces an 
unprecedented joint investigation into its 
branch-stacking scandal as a powerful union 
bloc steps up its resistance to a planned 
federal takeover of the Victorian branch. 

The Victorian Ombudsman’s office and the 
Independent broad-Based Anti Corruption 
Commission will join forces for the first 
time to probe allegations of misuse of 
taxpayer funds by party figures. 

A bloc of unions, estimated to represent about 
two-thirds of the ALP’s labour movement 
support in Victoria, is demanding to be 
allowed some form of voting rights after party 
democracy was suspended for all members 
for three years. Noel Towell, The Age. 

From Cabinet
Adem Somyurek’s return to Victorian Labor’s 
cabinet in 2018 at the expense of Philip 
Dalidakis was allegedly ‘payback’ for the latter’s 
refusal to join the factional warlord’s party 
grouping. However, Somyurek has disputed the 
claim, saying the decision to dump Dalidakin (a 
good man!) was the Victorian Premier’s. Rachel 
Baxendale and Ewin Hannan, The Australian. 

‘Captain Pick’ Hits Constitutional Hurdle
Danny Pearson’s appointment as one of 18 
Legislative Assembly MPs in the Victorian 
ministry would contravene section 50 of the 
state constitution, which limits the number of 
ministers from each house of parliament to 17. 

Opposition Leader Michael O’Brien 
said the ‘corruption mire’ engulfing the 
Victorian government had turned to ‘farce’ 
with the news Andrews’s ‘captain’s pick’ 
was ineligible. Rachel Baxendale, The 
Australian. More detail next Edition.

Ex-minister Signed Off Grants
Labor MP Robin Scott signed off on nearly 
$1 million worth of grants issued to organ-
isations linked to alleged branch stackers 
and ALP staffers during his four-year stint 
as minister for multicultural affairs. 

One charity group whose committee is 
made up of ALP members and staffers, the 
Australia Light Foundation, received many 
payments. Scott, a factional ally of dumped 
Labor powerbroker Adem Somyurek, was 

minister for multicultural affairs. Sarah 
Danckert and Nick McKenzie, The Age.     

Andrews Asks Federal Labor to 
Take Over Pre-selections
The Australian Labor Party’s national executive 
will stage a dramatic intervention into the 
Victorian Division, conducting all state and fed-
eral pre-selections for the next three years and 
suspending the voting rights of every member. 

Former Victorian premier Steve Bracks and 
long-time federal frontbencher Jenny Macklin 
have been appointed as administrators of the 
state division until January 31, 2021 as the 
party launches a wide-ranging review into 
branch stacking. Rob Harris, The Age. 

‘Shirt’ Link to Culture
A key player in a taxpayer-funded support 
service accused of campaigning on behalf of 
the Labor Party was involved in the ALP’s 
infamous ‘red shirts rort’ scandal. Wallace 
Huang was an organiser at the Migrant Workers 
Centre in 2018 when employees campaigned to 
help secure a Labor victory ahead of that year’s 
state election. Shannon Deery, Herald Sun. 

Andrews, Albanese to be Hit by Unions
Premier Andrews and federal Labor leader 
Anthony Albanese are facing a backlash 
from powerful Victorian trade unions over 
plans to reform the party after revelations 
of branch stacking. Noel Towell, Michael 
Fowler and Sumeyya Ilanbey, The Age. 

What’s Branch Stacking and 
Why Does it Happen?
Why is branch stacking a problem?

The line between being adept at recruiting – a 
perfectly legitimate activity in politics – and 
being a branch stacker can often be blurry. To 
control hundreds, or even thousands of party 
members, requires money – often tens of thou-
sands of dollars a year to pay for party member-
ships. That’s where things get particularly murky. 

The heart of the problem is people having their 
memberships paid for by others and having them 
vote in particular ways to influence preselection 
ballots and the like. Ben Schneiders, The Age.   

ALP Veterans Urge Probe into 
Scandal’s Root Causes
If you want clear evidence of branch stacking, 
you don't need hidden cameras and deep-throat 
sources. One of the most brazen accounts of 
this political dark art can be found in Malcolm 
Turnbull's recent memoir, A Bigger Picture, In 
which the former prime minister recounts with-
out a hint of shame the way he stacked a pre-se-
lection at the start of his parliamentary career.

When Turnbull decided to run for the seat of 
Wentworth, there are about 750 local Liberal 
members. By the time the pre-selection ballot 
was held, he’d recruited about 1,500 new mem-
bers and his opponent Peter King just as many. 

Turnbull argues he and his supporters followed 
the party rules of the day, ensuring each new 
member paid their own membership fee. In 
this, his activities differ from the allegations 
that have emerged against Adem Somyurek. 

Yet, as veteran Labor factional operative Kim 
Carr points out, branch stacking in any form 
has the potential to corrupt the democratic 
process. Senator Carr, a Labor member for 35 
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years, says that for as long as he can remember, 
branch stacking has been an issue in politics. 

He points out Somyurek’s alleged conduct was 
in breach of party rules introduced to limit the 
practice. Carr said the use of cash raised further 
questions about who, ultimately, had paid for the 
new members and what policy trade-offs they 
were seeking in return. Chip Le Grand, The Age. 

Williams Condemns Tirade 
Against Her: ‘Words Matter’
Gabrielle Williams, Victoria’s Minister for 
Women, has condemned the misogynistic 
language Adem Somyurek used to describe 
her in recordings that led to his downfall. 
Somyurek was sacked after his derogatory 
comments towards Williams and members 
of the LGBTQI community were exposed.

Williams released a statement commending 
Premier Andrews for the sacking and thanked 
the community for their support. ‘Words matter. 
Violent, misogynistic language perpetuates 
the attitudes and behaviours that enable a 
culture of violence against women. Whether 
at home, in the street, at work or in the halls 
of Parliament, this language is unacceptable 

– when it does occur, it must be called out.’ 

Somyurek responded, saying, ‘I accept and 
take full responsibility for the fact that my 
language on a number of occasions was simply 
not appropriate.’ He also apologised for how 
he spoke about young LGBTQI members of 
the ALP. ‘These comments have quite rightly 
cost my job.’ Anthony Colangelo, The Age. 

Your editor spent twelve months on an 
abattoir killing floor in Footscray. The F 
word was used every second sentence, and 
the C word many times a day. And the 
words were not directed at dead livestock. 

Somyurek’s Ally Kairouz Caught 
in Stacking Scandal
Cabinet minister Marlene Kairouz encouraged 
parliamentary staff to work on branch stacking 
activities with Adem Somyurek, according 
to recordings where she describes Labor’s 
Left faction as ‘all white’ branch stackers. 

Kairouz is recorded on tapes obtained by 
The Age and 60 Minutes at a conference 
room in the ministerial offices she shares 
with Somyurek, who jokes the Left is the 
Ku Klux Klan and former upper house MP 
Gavin Jennings is the ‘chief klansman’. 

During the meeting, Kairouz is recorded 
describing as ‘excellent’ the use of 
taxpayer-funded parliamentary officers 
to run the operation and directs them to 
challenge any attempts by Labor’s Left 
to weed out branch stacked members. 

The Age and 60 Minutes revealed that one 
of Kairouz’s taxpayer-funded ministerial 
advisers had helped in operations, including 
meeting Somyurek twice in a suburban 
carpark to pick up cash to pay for fake Labor 
memberships. Nick McKenzie, Sumeyya 
Ilanbey and Joel Tozer, The Age.           

Scandal Claims Second ALP Scalp
Assistant Treasurer Robin Scott has also left 
the cabinet. Senior federal Labor officials 
are considering a formal investigation into 
the Victorian branch of the party, concerned 
about the extent of branch stacking. 

Former Victorian premier Steve Bracks 
and ex-deputy federal leader Jenny 
Macklin are expected to head a review into 
Victorian Labor’s branch-stacking scandal. 
The Premier said Essendon MP Danny 
Pearson will replace Somyurek as local 
government and small business minister. 

But the plan to install Pearson in cabinet hit 
a roadblock after it was realised Labor had 
already reached the constitutional limit of 17 
ministers from Parliament’s lower house. The 
Premier said he had referred the allegations to 
IBAC and the police. In a statement, Victoria 
Police said it would ‘assess the complaint 
and work with IBAC to determine how 
best an investigation might proceed’. Noel 
Towell and Sumeyya Ilanbey, The Age. 

Your editor muses as to what the police 
have the competence to do in this space. 

The Rise to Power of Labor’s ‘Kingpin’
Beneath the bravado and deal-making 
of a chronically ambitious politician is a 
self-described ‘stackathon’ that has funnelled 
hundreds of fake members into local ALP 
branches, to seize control of large sections 
of the Victorian Labor Party and become a 
powerbroker with unrivalled influence. 

Adem Kubilay Somyurek was born in 1967 in 
Izmir, a coastal city with a history of battles 
and conquerors: the Persians, the Greeks 
and the Turks. Sam Dastyari says branch 
stacking becomes corrupt when political 
operatives sign up people they know have no 

interest in becoming party members, or who 
may not know what they’re signing up for. 

Ethnic communities have long been targeted by 
branch stackers. Somyurek estimates that by the 
end of 2019 nearly two thirds of the Victorian 
ALP was under his control. Somyurek was boast-
ful and became more powerful than any Labor 
factional warlords, and he isn’t shy in saying so. 

‘I’m f—ing busy, mate. I’m a f—ing minister. I’m 
the most powerful man… Every time anyone 
has a problem, they go through me.’ Some 
unions aligned with the Left, the CFMEU and 
RTBU joined the Somyurek camp. He is a 
quintessential ALP numbers man, as unsubtle 
as he is effective. Noel Towell, The Age. 

Big Questions Facing Daniel 
Andrews and Labor Party
The removal of Adem Somyurek, a thorn in 
Andrews’ side throughout his time in govern-
ment, is a silver lining for the Premier and a 
boost for his Socialist Left faction. Everyone 
in Victorian Labor, for better or worse, and 
quite a few in the federal set up, too will be 
affected by the fallout. Noel Towell, The Age. 

As Party Reels, Albanese Faces a 
Lasting Test of His Leadership
Anthony Albanese has no reason to mourn 
the departure of the former minister Adem 
Somyurek but has no reason to welcome the 
disruption. The federal leader is treading 
carefully after the exposure of a factional 
empire built on false memberships. 

Dismantling this membership structure will be a 
nightmare task. This will be a test of Albanese’s 
leadership long after the more immediate 
objective of winning the byelection in Eden-
Monaro on July 4. David Crowe, The Age.   

CHINA AND VICTORIA

Belt and Road Adviser 
Helped Land Donation
The Belt and Road deal has opened a rift 
between the federal and state governments 
after Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas accused 
the federal government of ‘vilifying’ China in 
pushing for a global inquiry into the coronavirus. 

Federal government figures are concerned it will 
undermine Australia’s influence in the region 
and load poorer countries up with debt. Premier 
Andrews has since labelled the deal ‘more 
important than ever’ to Victoria’s post-corona-
virus economic recovery and said it was one 
of many agreements that would help secure 
Victorian ‘jobs, profitability and prosperity’. 
Eryk Bagshaw and Anthony Galloway, The Age. 

Victoria Needs to Get in Line on China
Criticism of the Victorian government’s agree-
ment with the National Development and Reform 
Commission in China, an agency of the Chinese 
government, is justified but should now prompt 
a decision about just what is to come next. 
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I’m not advocating that Australia should 
aim for anything less than the most 
constructive relationship with its largest 
trading partner, with whose people we 
share a long cultural and social history. 

And it’s also fair to point out that Premier 
Andrews and his predecessors have all actively 
sought trade and investment opportunities 
on behalf of our state, which is obviously 
an important and welcome activity. 

But this does not mean we should have different 
tiers of government adopting what are, in 
effect, different policies on issues of interna-
tional significance. John Pesutto, The Age. 

China Deal Used as Poll Weapon
The Victorian Labor Party used the politics 
of the state’s controversial Belt and Road 
Agreement with China as an electoral weapon 
to help the state government win votes in 
three seats with a high number of Chinese 
Australians in its 2018 election victory. 

As the Labor government continues to shrug off 
pressure to walk away from its memorandum 
of understanding with China, a prominent 
China-watcher has highlighted how Premier 
Daniel Andrews and his colleagues used 
the relationship with China to win votes. 

A senior manager with Labor’s election 
campaign told The Age the agreement, and 
the controversy it sparked, helped Labor 
gain the winning edge in three eastern 
suburb seats with high numbers of voters 
of Chinese descent. Noel Towell, The Age. 

China Slams Dutton
The Chinese government has lashed out at 
Australian critics of its Belt and Road infrastruc-
ture deal with Victoria, launching a fresh attack 
on a senior federal government minister. China 
accused Home Affairs Minister Peter Dutton of 

‘negligence’ and ‘sinister intentions’. Noel Towell, 
Anthony Galloway and Michael Fowler, The Age. 

Premier to ‘Go Even Stronger’ 
Premier Andrews says he wants stronger links 
with China and insists his government will 

‘stay the course’ on its controversial Belt and 
Road deal. He indicated he is preparing to 

enter another agreement between Victoria and 
China on its $1.5 trillion global infrastructure 
program, and he wanted his government’s ties 
with China to grow ‘even stronger’. ‘It’s only the 
world’s biggest market.’ Noel Towell, The Age   

HEALTH

Dragging the Plane
Victoria has been identified as a ‘bit of a worry’ 
by New Zealand’s deputy prime minister who 
wants to throw open his country’s borders 
to Australians. Winston Peters said on June 
10 Australian states and territories that had 
dealt successfully with COVID should be 
given early access to trans-Tasman travel. 

‘Obviously every state is in a slightly different 
position; that’s been acknowledged by the 
National Cabinet in terms of how we go 
forward and the easing of restrictions. Shannon 
Deery and James Macsmith, Herald Sun. 

Outbreak Fears Amid Delays 
in Test Results
Some Victorians are waiting more than 
a week to receive the results of their 
coronavirus tests, leaving them stuck in 
isolation and unable to work. Aisha Dow 
and Melissa Cunningham, The Age. 

Schools Safe, Sutton Declares
The state’s Chief Health Officer has reassured 
parents that schools remain a low risk for coro-
navirus transmission after a student tested posi-
tive days after resumption of face-to-face classes. 
Professor Brett Sutton confirmed Keilor Downs 
College would close temporarily. No other 
schools were advised to close. Anna Prytz, The 

Age. UPDATE. School openings have changed 
since the second Stage 3 lock-down on 8 July.

Warehouse Masks Flunk Test
Independent testing has revealed that the 
N95 face masks sold by Chemist Warehouse 
let large amounts of virus-carrying 
particles flow right through them. 

N95 masks are certified by an American govern-
ment agency to filter out 95 per cent of the small 
particles that can carry viruses, but Chemist 
Warehouse’s N95 mask filtered just 62 per cent 
of those particles, testing by the SEA Group 
revealed. In the lab’s testing, the mask also failed 
to achieve a good seal. Liam Mannix, The Age.   

At 107, Marija Knows How Social 
Isolation can Save Life
Marija Ruljancich, who celebrated her 
107th birthday on 13 June, is one of the 
few people alive with a first-hand memory 
of the Spanish flu pandemic of 1918-19. 

Though just a child having been born in 1913, 
she remembers hearing the forlorn and incessant 
tolling of church bells as others died on her 
ancestral island of Vis in the Adriatic Sea off 
the Dalmatian coast of what is now Croatia. 

Vis, previously part of the Austro-Hungarian 
empire, was occupied by Italy shortly after 
World War I. Soon it was absorbed by Croatia 
and the new Yugoslavia. Marija, having experi-
enced two world wars, two pandemics, a refugee 
camp and a journey to the other side of the 
Earth – is one of the world’s great survivors. ‘We 
can thank social isolation.’ Tony Wright, The Age.   

Sutton ‘Nervous’ After 21 New Cases
A trend of rising community transmission cases 
of coronavirus could delay the timetable for 
easing restrictions, Victoria’s health chief has 
warned, after the state recorded 21 new cases 
on June 17. Melissa Cunningham, The Age. 

Third School Shuts this Week 
after Positive Test
A third Melbourne school has been forced 
to close this week after a child tested 
positive for COVID-19, while a cluster in a 
Melbourne family has now been linked to a 
dozen cases. A year 5 student at Strathmore 
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Primary School tested positive. Melissa 
Cunningham and Noel Towell, The Age. 

EDUCATION

Race to Save La Trobe Uni 
as Cash Crisis Bites
La Trobe University is at risk of going broke in 
a matter of weeks unless it secures a financial 
lifeline from the banks and an agreement from 
staff to cut wages. La Trobe’s cash reserves 
have been reduced to the minimum required 
to meet a single month’s operating expenses as 
it grapples with the loss of overseas students. 

Vice-chancellor John Dewar said that unless 
staff agreed to a 10 per cent salary reduction, 
La Trobe would resort to forced redundancies. 
La Trobe sources told The Age the ANZ bank 
had declined to extend by $100 million an 
unsecured credit facility it holds with the 
university, and the university had already sold 
$29 million in shares to find more cash. Chip 
Le Grand and Madeleine Heffernan, The Age. 

Swinburne Job Cuts Warning 
as Woes Grow
Swinburne University has warned staff to 
brace for job losses as it faces a deficit of more 
than $150 million because of a reduction in 
overseas students caused by the pandemic. Adam 
Carey and Madeleine Heffernan, The Age. 

Uni Pairs with Firm Linked to Spy Case
Monash University has been warned by 
senior federal government sources that they 
needed to be careful about collaborating on 
the design of a jet that has been linked to an 
alleged industrial espionage campaign by the 
Chinese government. The Commercial Aircraft 
Corporation of China (COMAC) has close 
ties to China’s defence industry and military. 
Anthony Galloway and Fergus Hunter, The Age. 

Uni Bosses Blindsided on 
Jobs Lack of Support
The four vice-chancellors who negotiated an 
ill-fated national jobs protection plan with the 
National Tertiary Education Union believed they 
had a mandate from other university leaders 
and expected more to sign up to the framework. 

The plan ultimately collapsed after 17 
universities rejected it. The framework was 
designed to save 12,000 jobs nationwide in 
exchange for pay cuts but faced wariness from 
vice-chancellors and a backlash led by hardline 
union members who opposed any concessions. 

La Trobe University vice-chancellor John 
Dewar, one of the four heads who worked on 
the plan, told The Age the effort had ‘not been 
a complete failure because … it has shown 
who could be done through a collaborative 
approach between unions and management.’ 

He conceded the plan was complex and said 
some vice-chancellors held ‘misplaced’ fears 
about a proposed national panel that would 
scrutinise university finances in order to make 
a judgement on what level of pay cuts were jus-
tified. The panel included union representation. 
Fergus Hunter and Nick Bonyhady, The Age. 

We Have Been Forgotten
A groups of Victorian boarding schools have 
chosen to stay open over the school holidays 
rather than lose international students to COVID 
border closures. Staff at Toorak College in 
Mount Eliza spent the two-week break ‘being 
parents’ to Chinese boarders, one aged 13. 

Sixty-seven of the school’s 70 boarders are from 
China. Richard Stokes, chief executive of the 
Australian Boarding Schools Association, said 
international education was one of the country’s 
biggest exports, and China, Korea, Thailand and 
the Pacific Islands were the largest markets for 
boarding schools. Madeleine Heffernan, The Age.   

Writers Condemn Uni Course Fee Rise
Australian authors and academics have savaged 
the federal government’s plan to more than 
double the cost of humanities courses. 

Award-winning author Richard Flanagan, who 
studied history at university, condemned the 
move, warning that ‘Australia will pay a heavy 
price in the years to come. Nothing is more 

helpful in preparing the road to authoritarianism’. 
Broede Carmody and Fergus Hunter, The Age. 

Your editor is shocked as to 
how he can think that.   

Students Gone
International students made up almost 40 per 
cent of the population of some Melbourne 
suburbs last year, contributing billions to 
neighbourhood economies. Research by Victoria 
University’s Mitchell Institute has revealed 
that international students made up more than 
10 per cent of the population in 11 Melbourne 
suburbs in 2019. Adam Carey, The Age. 

ENERGY. RECYCLING. ENVIRONMENT

Electric Incentives ‘Could 
Cut Need for Gas’
Banning gas installation in new buildings 
and subsidising Victorians to switch to 
electrical heating and hot water systems 
would ease the threat of a gas shortage 
and eliminate the need to drill onshore. 

A report by energy consultant Northmore 
Gordon argues there is time to implement 

‘demand-side’ measures to reduce gas 
consumption and ease prices for heavy 
gas users before the shortfall hits. The 
state government’s Petroleum Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2020 will open Victoria 
to on-shore gas exploration and drilling. 
Nick Toscano and Miki Perkins, The Age.

NE Link Threat to Yarra from 
Toxic Stormwater
The Yarra River will be polluted with stormwa-
ter containing potentially toxic chemicals run-
ning off the $16 billion North East Link unless 
action is taken to prevent it. Chris Chesterfield 

– chair of the Birrung Council, appointed in 2018 
to advocate for the Yarra – says the construction 
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of freeways in Melbourne has been a ‘disaster’ 
for the Yarra’s health and the North East Link 
must mark a turning point in protecting the 
city’s rivers and creeks. Timna Jacks, The Age.       

It's Bin Night for the First Time in a Year
A Ringwood North couple, Liz Arnott and 
husband Brian Canty, hadn’t wheeled their – 
admittedly ‘chockers’ – 80-litre household 
bin to the nature strip since June 4 last year. 
Arnott said the pair wanted to reduce their 
contribution to landfill, noting they aim to 
refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose and recycle. 

They refuse to buy veggies in ‘ridiculous 
packaging’, instead using bags from 
home. Most of their clothes are from 
op shops. Carolyn Webb, The Age.   

VicForests Censured 
The Federal Court has sharply criticised the 
way Victoria’s state logging agency manages 
the habitat of two rare marsupials in a landmark 
court ruling that finds the agency unlawfully 
logged areas of habitat. Miki Perkins, The Age. 

City of Yarra Bins
The City of Yarra, which covers Melbourne’s 
inner suburbs, plans to provide every household 
with four waste removal bins. Plans for new 
bike lanes have been put on hold along with a 
$700,000-plus move to transition council-owned 
properties away from gas, hot water and 
heating. Rebecca Urban, The Australian. 

Geelong Refinery in ‘Energy Hub’ Plan
The site of the troubled Geelong oil refinery has 
been ear-marked for a transformation that would 
include a shipping terminal to import natural gas 
into Victoria and a solar farm. As the 65-year-
old refinery heads towards a $42.5 million deficit, 
Viva Energy unveiled a proposal to investors to 
turn the site into an ‘energy hub’ while retaining 
refining operations. Nick Toscano, The Age. 

Playing Chicken with Nature
Rye Pier is a magnet for recreational 
snorkellers and divers, who spot stingrays, 
sea horses and even sharks as they weave 
through the sponge-encrusted pylons. 

For the first half of June, the sea floor around 
the pier has been littered with disintegrating 
chicken carcasses and plastic rubbish, dropped 
by crowds of people fishing for migratory giant 
spider crabs over the June long weekend. 

Victorian National Parks Association con-
versation campaigner Shannon Hurley said 
crab-catching practices had been ‘a complete 
shemozzle this season, with escalating concerns 
for public safety’. ‘We can’t have the sea-floor 
continuing to look like a chicken cemetery.’ 

Every April, thousands of the hoary-backed 
spider crabs move from the open ocean into 
Port Phillip Bay and congregate before their 
annual winter moult. Miki Perkins, The Age. 

PM Flags Fast-tracked 
Environmental Ticks
State and federal safe-guards could be merged to 
create a ‘single touch’ process to approve major 
projects in an ambitious plan. Prime Minister 
Scott Morrison said he wanted to create the 
new regime for environmental approvals in 
a negotiation with state and territory leaders 
in national cabinet, blaming delays under 
existing law for costing $300 million a year. 

Labor environment spokeswoman Terri Butler 
said the plan was an admission from the Prime 
Minister that the government had allowed 
approval times to blow out and decisions had 
been faster when Labor was last in power. David 
Crowe and Mike Foley, The Age. Butler has said 
what any opposition shadow minister would say.

BUSHFIRES RECOVERY

One in Three Miss Bushfire Aid Grants
One in 10 people who applied for the one-off 
Disaster Recovery Payment after the Black 
Summer bushfires were unsuccessful, while 
one in three who sought the associated 
recovery allowance were rejected, the 
bushfires royal commission has heard. 

Asked by Commissioner Andrew Macintosh 
why the rate of rejection was so high, Ms Lees 
said the applicants may have live outside an 
eligible local government area or the damage 
to their property was considered insufficient. 

The commission has previously heard that some 
people had struggled to apply for support pay-
ments because their identity documents had been 
lost in the blaze. Olivia Caisley, The Australian. 

Black Summer Smoke Left ‘445 Dead’
An estimated 445 people were killed by 
exposure to bushfire smoke over the Black 
Summer fires. The extra health costs associated 
with the premature loss of life and admissions 
to hospitals was estimated to be $2 billion, 
Professor Fay Johnston, a specialist in environ-
mental health at the University of Tasmania, told 
the Royal Commission into National Natural 
Disaster Arrangements. The commission was 
told that the increasing frequency of natural 
disasters due to climate change was compound-
ing the psychological impact on survivors, 
particularly on children, and that this had been 
even further exacerbated by the pandemic.   

‘[Disasters] are no longer perceived as rare 
events; they are often seen as climate change, 
and they are part of our new reality,’ Professor 
Lisa Gibbs, a child welfare expert with the 
University of Melbourne. Some children who 
survived the Black Summer bushfires would 
have been traumatised by learning from the 
experience that their parents could not always 
keep them safe, she said. Nick O’Malley, The 
Age. Your Editor reckons academics have too 
much say in the climate debate/discussions.

Fire Season Extending by Months
The fire season in parts of eastern Australia 
has lengthened by almost four months since the 
1950s, with climate change a prominent driver 
in the trend, the Bureau of Meteorology says.

Karl Braganza, head of the bureau’s climate 
monitoring, told the first day of public hearings 
for the Royal Commission into National 
Natural Disaster Arrangements yesterday 
that the South Coast of NSW and eastern 

Victoria now see fire weather arriving three 
months earlier, occurring towards the end 
of winter rather than the end of spring. 

The longer season had implications for 
agencies trying to combat bushfires. The 
royal commission will also address the 
wider issues of co-ordination, preparedness, 
responses, recovery, and natural disasters, as 
well as improving resilience and adapting to 
changing climatic conditions. Peter Hannam, 
Laura Chung and Mike Foley, The Age. 

Your editor has no trust in the results 
of this commission, and so much of the 
academic experts’ ideologies are political. 

JUSTICE. EMERGENCY SERVICES

Naked City: Inside the World 
of Undercover Cops
 Infiltrating drug syndicates was Keith Banks’ 
forte. ‘I was a nice, well-mannered guy from 
the bush, but I learned to play the heavy or the 
wimp.’ Keith Banks. John Silvester, The Age.   
Editor says what a story behind the curtain. 

Changing of the Guard
Deputy Commissioner Shane Patton will 
take over the leadership of Victoria Police on 
June 27 when Chief Commissioner Graham 
Ashton retires after five years in the role. ‘I’ve 
grown up from when I was a young man in 
policing. It’s been my life.’ Shane Patton. 
Erin Pearson and Tammy Mills, The Age. 

Cop Fined $10k Over Kick
A police officer who kicked a hand-cuffed man in 
the back has been fined $10,000 but avoided con-
viction. Senior Constable Ross Fowler was found 
guilty of recklessly causing injury over conduct 
in Frankston North on February 29, 2016. Adam 
Cooper, The Age. Imagine a policeperson 
hitting or hurting a potential criminal.

Judge Slams Men Over Mokbel Attack
The two young men who left drug kingpin 
Tony Mokbel for dead in a jail-yard knifing 
have been told by a judge to pull their heads 
in or end up drug-addled, lonely, old men. 

County Court judge Liz Gaynor said the attack, 
in June, at Barwon Prison was a direct result of 
a newspaper article which labelled Mokbel as 
a jail enforcer and was carried out to reinforce 
the dominance of the Pacific islander ‘G-Fam’ 
prisoner group. Georgie Moore, The Age. 

Policing is a Service, Not a Force
To regain the public’s trust of the uniform, police 
need to be actively in and out of the community. 
Victoria Police could not provide me with any 
diversity figures. Ram Ramzan, The Age. 

10 Years on
A senior project manager in Victoria’s 
Department of Education and Training misused 
his position for more than a decade to direct 
almost $14 million worth of work to a company 
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he owned, the state’s anti-corruption watchdog 
says. Adam Carey, The Age. Ten years on. 
And these crooks in the Victorian Education 
Department, and elsewhere, at the time. Who is 
hiding them? This (was) the Ultranet project/
programme…IT into schools/education.

Victorians Bear Brunt 
Victorians have been fined for breaking 
coronavirus rules at almost triple the rate 
of any other state or territory, with almost 
6,000 people penalised since restrictions were 
imposed. Civil rights lawyers say the disparity 
in numbers could mean Victoria has been 
overpoliced during the lock-down period. 

Victoria Police Deputy Commissioner 
Shane Patton said the higher numbers were 
probably due to the fact Victoria had taken 
a more hardline approach to enforcement 
than other states. Tammy Mills, The Age. 

So sad
Solomone Taufeulungaki, known as Solo, 
was fatally stabbed when he was attacked 
outside Brimbank Shopping Centre in Deer 
Park in Melbourne’s west on June 16. Six 
boys, aged between 13 and 16, have been 
charged with violent disorder and affray. 
No one has been charged over the death. 

Friends said Solomone was an ‘innocent 
boy’ who may not have been the target of 
the attack, which unfolded opposite his 
family’s church – the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints. One of 12 siblings, 
Solomone normally attended an hour-long 
seminary class every morning at 6am. 

Witnesses told Nine News Solomone was 
ambushed by up to 10 people. Some members of 
the group were carrying knives and baseball bats 

and stabbed him ‘multiple times’ in the chest 
and stomach. Police and security guards were 
at the gates of Victoria University Secondary 
College in St Albans, where Solomone, known 
as Solo, was a student. Anthony Colangelo, 
Rachael Dexter and David Estcourt, The Age.   

Streets of Hell Ahead
Youth gangs are planning to ‘raise hell’ on 
Melbourne streets when well-known kingpins 
are released from jail. The Herald Sun can 
reveal gang members believed to be from the 
notorious Eastside Drillers (ESD) – mostly 
comprised of African youths responsible for 
violent street brawls, carjackings and home 
invasions – are preparing to cause havoc. 

An experienced member of Victoria Police’s 
proactive policing unit in Melbourne’s 
southeast has previously told the Herald 
Sun that police were ‘spread too thin’ to 
deal with youth crime. ‘Youths roaming 
in groups around the Dandenong precinct 
has been a huge problem for us.’ Suzan 
Delibasic and Brianna Travers, Herald Sun.     

Boy, 15, Arrested on Murder Charges
A 15-year-old boy accused of murdering a 
teenager in Melbourne’s north-west had 
been arrested and released nine times 
in the months prior to the fatal attack as 
frustrated police blow the lid on the rising 
violence within the state’s youth gangs. 

Frontline police say they’re unable to keep young 
violent criminals behind bars as gang numbers 
swell to more than 500 across Melbourne’s 
north-west. Erin Pearson, The Sunday Age. 

Flood of Child Abuse Images in State
The trafficking and production of child abuse 
material has exploded during lockdown 
in Victoria amid concerns paedophiles 
are also turning to online games and 
social media platforms to groom isolated 
children. Chris Vedelago, The Age. 

Pier-off 
Victoria Police closed a popular Mornington 
Peninsula pier on 9 June over concerns 
that locals and visitors were not ‘observing 
social-distancing requirements’ just two 
days after thousands marched through the 
streets of Melbourne without penalty. People 
would be ‘moved on’ if they visited Rye 
pier and more local attractions would be 
shut if social-distancing was not observed, 
the police later said. Geoff Chambers and 
Rachel Baxendale, The Australian. 

Ice Seized
Australian Federal Police busted a major drug 
ring and arrested three men after seizing more 
than $180 million worth of ice in Melbourne. 
The 360kg haul of crystal methamphetamine 
arrived at Melbourne’s docks from Malaysia 
in 18 boxes covered with aluminium foil.

The boxes were hidden in a container packed 
with furniture. The ice was enough for 3.6 
million ‘hits’. Three men were charged with 
attempting to possess a commercial quantity 
of a border-controlled drug. All three face 
a maximum penalty of life in jail. Anthony 
Dowsley and Aneeka Simonis, Herald Sun. 

Love Machine Club Fined
Love Machine nightclub in Prahran has been 
fined $10,000 after a weekend function attended 
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by up to 50 people breached the Victorian Chief 
Health Officer’s orders. Officers from Victoria 
Police’s liquor licensing unit raided the club 
on June 13. Cameron Houston, The Age. 

Violence Hotline Plan for Shops
Women experiencing family violence would be 
able to get help through supermarkets under a 
plan by Victoria’s key crisis response service for 
women and children, Safe Steps. Secure spaces 
and phone access to call police or other services 
would be provided by trained staff under the 
proposal by Safe Steps’ chief executive officer, 
Rita Butera, and supported by senior police. 

Signs would inform women of certain words 
or phrases to alert staff they need help 
accessing safety support. A similar strategy 
is being used successfully in pharmacies in 
some European countries in lockdown. 

Greater monitoring by perpetrators is suspected 
to be behind a 30 per cent drop in calls to the 
crisis line in March. This was followed by a 
20 per cent increase of family violence victim 
referrals by hospitals to the service in April. 

Butera said the lockdown has inhibited 
women from getting help, ‘suddenly we 
took away everything that could have 
been a protective factor and they have 
nowhere to go but the supermarket or the 
pharmacy.’ Wendy Tuohy, The Sunday Age.   

PLANNING

Infrastructure Plans
Ahead of a much anticipated draft update to 
Infrastructure Victoria’s 30-year strategy to be 
released later this year, the state’s lead infra-
structure adviser is testing the community’s will-
ingness to sacrifice the suburban dream in favour 
of greater density in Melbourne’s inner suburbs. 

The resounding response from residents 
hailing from suburbs facing increasing 
density – Camberwell, Heidelberg and 
Footscray – is that people accept the need 
for greater density and don’t oppose new 
developments on principle. But in giving up 
the luxury of single-family homes built on 
large lots, they expect easy access to public 
transport, jobs, local amenities and open space. 

Infrastructure Victoria’s deputy chief executive 
Jonathan Spear said more four to eight-storey 
dwellings in well-located areas would help 
accommodate the state’s population growth, 
noting it cost two to four times more to build 
infrastructure in established suburbs compared 
with greenfield areas. Timna Jacks, The Age. 

Growing Pains
Land in Melbourne’s outer west and South 
Gippsland has been earmarked as potential 
future quarry sites under a contentious move 
to feed huge quantities of raw materials to 
infrastructure projects. The state government 
is considering new planning rules that would 
protect potential quarry sites that contain 
sand and rock, materials essential for road 
building and other transport projects. 

But the proposal has raised concerns 
from a western suburbs council and some 
residents, who fear they will be sidelined 
by the changes, while quarry operators can 
proceed with large projects that will result in 
trucks driving down quiet country roads. A 
draft report on ‘strategic extractive resource 
areas’ cites a previous study warning Victoria 
faces ‘constrained’ resources unless more 
quarries open. Benjamin Preiss, The Age. 

Building Stimulus Slammed as 
Renters Face Debt ‘Bomb’
An opportunity has been lost with the $688 
million building stimulus plan and a debt 

‘bomb’ looms for renters, say housing policy 
experts. The scheme is a $25,000 grant for those 
building a new home or making substantial 
renovations to their existing homes, if the 
home isn’t worth more than $1.5 million. 

The value of the renovation or building works 
needs to be between $150,000 and $750,000 
and the yearly income of the residents 
must not exceed $120,000 for singles and 
$200,000 for couples. ‘A rent deferral is a 

time bomb for individual tenants.’ Chris 
Martin, researcher. Jim Malo, The Age.   

MELBOURNE

An independent report, by Ian Freckelton QC has 
concluded that then Lord Mayor Robert Doyle 
behaved in a sexually inappropriate way at a 
black tie dinner in 2016. Victoria Police dropped 
a two-year investigation (two years! Is that why 
your Editor never practiced law!)The City of 
Melbourne has partially releasing its report.

Battle Over Vic Market Car Park 
A long-running bid to replace an ugly asphalt 
car park on the fringes of Melbourne’s 
CBD with a vast civic (garden) square is 
set to hit another hurdle, with an 11th-hour 
proposal to allow paid parking on the site. 

After months of consultation, City of Melbourne 
planners have set out a charter for the estab-
lishment of a new civic square abutting the 
Queen Victoria Market. Bianca Hall, The Age. 

City’s Mini-billboards
In a bid to turn the sometimes illegal practice 
of posting nightclub billboards alongside major 
roads into a money spinner, the Department of 
Transport is looking to create at least 1,000 new 
‘mini-billboards’ across Melbourne over a decade. 

The department has given bidders just three 
weeks to devise a plan to create 100 new sites 
where framed street posters, shipping containers 
that could have signs put on them, and new elec-
tronic signs could be placed around Melbourne. 
The government then wants the winning bidder 
to install 100 more new billboard sites a year 
across Melbourne. Clay Lucas, The Age.   

Smarter Upper Bourke Street
A massive beer and wine complex for almost 
1,000 patrons, metres from Victoria’s Parliament 
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House has been granted an exemption to 
a freeze on late-night liquor licenses by 
Consumer Affairs Minister Marlene Kairouz. 
The O’Brien Group has applied for a licence to 
serve alcohol to up to 957 patrons until 3am. 

A spokeswoman for Marlene Kairouz said 
the ‘historic site has been vacant for some 
time, and its location means it is suitable for 
a hospitality venture – if the application is 
successful’. While Kairouz has allowed a 3am 
licence to be considered, it cannot proceed 
until the Victorian Commission for Gambling 
and Liquor Regulation considers the plan. 

The Job Warehouse has been a city eyesore 
since the former fabric shop closed in 2012. The 
heritage-listed Bourke Street building, dating 
from 1849, will be kept but buildings behind 
it will be demolished. Clay Lucas, The Age. 

Car Park to Go. Good Byue
Melbourne City Council has urged the state 
government to restart the process of selling a $2 
billion parcel of land at the eastern end of the 
CBD. Urban design expert Andy Fergus said 
there was a risk a rushed sale of the 1.4-hectare 
Flinders Street site near Treasury Gardens 
could interfere with the masterplan for the 
area and overshadow Birrarung Marr. The 
site is across Flinders Street from the CBD.

Mirvac and super fund Cbus Property were 
short-listed out of 11 parties to develop the 
mixed-use project, with Colliers International 
managing the process. The submissions on 
planning controls for the site closed on May 29. 

Resident Greg Bisinella said there had 
been a lack of transparency about the site, 
currently zoned for public transport use. 
Bisinella, convenor of the East Melbourne 
Group’s planning committee, said the 
group wanted to see a development of 
architectural significance, which included 
public open space and height restrictions. 

‘We don’t want to see a tower with a podium 
and no public benefit.’ Greg Bisinella. The 
government welcomed the council’s contri-
bution and would consider all submissions 

when deciding on the next steps for the 
proposal. Chloe Booker, The Age.   

City’s Safe Injection Rejection
The City of Melbourne is moving to formally 
reject plans by the State Government for a 
medically-supervised injecting room near 
Queen Victoria Market. The proposed injecting 
room is looming as a key issue in October’s 
council election, with the ALP preparing a 
campaign to try to take control of Town Hall. 

However, Labor’s ticket, led by Slater and 
Gordon executive Phil Reed as lord mayoral 
candidate, could suffer from the decision 
taken by the Victorian government. Deputy 
Lord Mayor Arron Wood, who is considering 
a run against Lord Mayor Sally Capp, said 
in a motion to be debated next week that 
the market was a world-renowned tourist 
attraction with nearly 10 million visitors 
a year. John Masanauskas, Herald Sun.   

Parking to Go with Cycling on a Roll
Hundreds of car parking spaces will be removed 
across Melbourne’s CBD over the next two years 
to make way for 40 kilometres of bicycle lanes 
being fast-tracked across the city. Melbourne has 
looked to cities such as London, Paris and Milan, 
which have created safe cycling routes to encour-
age more people to leave their cars at home. 

Lord mayor Sally Capp said there was a 
desire to create bicycle lanes that people felt 
comfortable riding on. A Bicycle Network count 
of 8800 riders on April 25 showed the number 
of cyclists had risen 270 per cent compared 
with last November. Bianca Hall, The Age. 

Rejecting Tunnel for Airport 
Rail Link ‘Short-sighted’
Federal Nationals MP Damian Drum is pushing 
the federal government to force Victoria to 
build a rail tunnel into the Melbourne CBD 
as part of an airport link, saying it would 
be ‘short-sighted’ not to build a tunnel as 
proposed by a superannuation consortium. 

The Victorian and federal governments 
are likely to reject the multibillion-dollar 
Proposal to build the link using a tunnel 
between Sunshine and the city in favour of 

a cheaper option using existing rail lines. 
Jennifer Duke and Timna Jacks, The Age. 

Zoos Reopen
Melbourne Zoo, Werribee Open Range 
Zoo, Healesville Sanctuary and Melbourne 
Aquarium all reopened yesterday, with 
new limits on daily visitor numbers. It was 
a grey, rainy day, but 1,900 people came 
through Melbourne zoo’s doors on its first 
day open since the COVID outbreak. 

Zoos Victoria chief executive Jenny Gray 
advised anyone wanting to go to the zoos to 
book online and not just turn up. Carolyn 
Webb and Anthony Colangelo, The Age.   

Children’s Farm gets Million-dollar Grant
The Collingwood Children’s Farm, which 
had its future threatened by COVID, is 
expected to come back bigger and better 
than ever after receiving $1 million in 
government funding. Tom Cowie, The Age. 

Second Injecting Room
Victoria is set to get its second safe injecting 
room – opposite the Queen Victoria Market. 
The Department of Health and Human Services 
has identified its preferred site on Victoria 
Street after the government was handed a 
report showing the North Richmond injecting 
room had been overwhelmed by demand. 

Premier Daniel Andrews’ announcement 
took Lord Mayor Sally Capp by surprise. The 
announcement came after a long-running 
campaign for the North Richmond centre 
to be closed or relocated, with some locals 
saying it has fuelled heroin dealing, drug use 
and antisocial behaviour around the centre.

Andrews said the site of the second facility had 
been chosen because the City of Melbourne 
had recorded 51 overdose deaths between 
2015 and 2019, second only in the state to the 
City of Yarra, which recorded 93 deaths.

Mayor Sally Capp was not informed of the plan 
until late on Thursday and she said she was 
seeking an urgent briefing from the government. 
Bianca Hall and Noel Towell, The Age. 
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This new facility was where, during and after 
World War 2, my uncle trained as a soldier and 
arranged their army activities. Who would 
care less about this wonderful historical site? 

City Not Told About Injecting Facility
The state government scoured potential 
sites for a new safe injecting room for a 
fortnight before telling Melbourne lord 
mayor Sally Capp it planned to open a 
facility opposite the Queen Victoria Market, 
one of the state’s tourist drawcards. 

Capp said she was surprised when she 
learnt of the plans on the eve of a press 
conference, and after the plan had gone 
through the state cabinet. Capp said it ‘doesn’t 
seem obvious’ why the site was chosen. 

‘Well, it’s our fastest-growing neighbourhood 
in terms of residents, and that includes a 
lot of international students.’ A residential 
building adjoining the proposed facility includes 
affordable housing and residents transitioning 
from homelessness. Bianca Hall, The Age. 

Take It As Read
Across Melbourne debate is raging over 
how best to keep well-separated in pubs, 
on transport and at the football, but at the 
State Library of Victoria there is space 
aplenty. Devotees expressed joy and relief 
at the 164-year-old Swanston Street insti-
tution’s re-opening on June 15 after three 
months’ closure. Carolyn Webb, The Age.   

TRANSPORT

Dirty. Premier Issues Warning
The Victorian government could be dragged 
into a legal stoush between Transurban 
and the builders contracted to dig the 

trouble-plagued $6.7 billion West Gate Tunnel. 
The government has insisted the dispute is 
strictly a matter between Transurban and 
the joint building venture, CPB Contractors 
and John Holland. Timna Jacks, The Age.   

Andrews has issued a warning to the 
Chinese-linked building consortium on his 
trouble-plagued West Gate Tunnel Project, 
telling them their conduct on the current job 

‘will very much determine’ whether they win 
tenders for future jobs.   The threat comes as 
the government faces pressure over a dispute 
over toxic soil and amid negotiations over a 
cost blowout that could amount to as much as 
$3bn with the consortium building Melbourne’s 
Metro Tunnel rail project, budgeted at $11bn. 

The common link in both projects is building 
company John Holland, wholly owned by the 
world’s largest highway and bridge design and 
construction company, the Chinese state-
owned China Communications Construction. 
Rachel Baxendale, The Australian.   

Libs Dig for Info on Tunnel
The Victorian Opposition has threatened 
more legal action over the embattled West 
Gate Tunnel Project as it fights for the release 
of documents. Transport infrastructure 
spokesman David Davis has called for the 
release of documents relating to the toxic 
soil that has stalled the $6.7 billion project. 

It comes as court documents reveal the 
builders have been petitioning the State 
Government for concessions since December 
2018. In one request, CPB and John Holland 
asked the Government to use its powers 
in fast-tracking major transport projects 
to assist with issues at the tunnel site. 

They also repeatedly made claims for 
changes to the project’s scope, extension of 
time and additional costs, and in April tried 
to declare their contract invalid because 
of ‘common or mutual mistake’. Shannon 
Deery and Kieran Rooney, Herald Sun.   

Get Us Out of Here
The West Gate Tunnel is in a mess with no 
resolution in sight. Budgeted at $6.8 billion, 
it is meant to be completed in 2022. But it is 
already a year behind schedule, with tunnel 

boring machines lying idle and the consortium 
contracted to build it laying off staff. 

Since January, a sword of Damocles has hung 
over the project with Transurban, the tolling 
conglomerate that conceived the project, fighting 
a threat by the builders John Holland and 
CPB Contractors to walk away unless they 
are paid for costs associated with the tons of 
contaminated soil to be dug up for the tunnels. 

In early June, Transurban filed a case in the 
Supreme Court seeking an order that would force 
Holland and CPB to work with it to fight the 
government – and by extension taxpayers – for 
compensation for their losses from the project. 

At the present time, the government is maintain-
ing the pretence that this dispute has nothing to 
do with it, and it is a commercial row between 
the parties. What is to be done from here? 

The Premier has made it clear that he has no 
intention of handling Transurban or anyone else 
any more money, saying he is prepared to revisit 
a ten-year extension of the company’s right to 
levy tolls on CityLink, estimated to be worth up 
to $7.5 billion in present value. To remove any 
doubt about how serious it is, the government 
needs to give all parties a deadline. Herald Sun. 

Editor to check. 

Airport Rail Tunnel May 
Need Private Route
Government efforts to build an airport rail link 
go back a long way. It was 1965 when the Bolte 
government introduced a bill into the State 
Parliament calling for the acquisition of land 
for a rail link from Glenroy to Tullamarine 
at a cost of no more than £100,000. 

The opposition was quick to raise concerns 
about its ability to attract enough patronage 
and arguments over possible routes proliferated. 
History does have a way of repeating itself. 

While the state government has backed 
an airport link for some time, it has never 
shown a lot of enthusiasm for the tunnel, 
baulking at the extra cost, and is hesitant 
to allow private funding to be part of the 
mix. The tunnel would deliver a much faster 
and more reliable service. The Age. 
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Super Bid for Melbourne 
Airport Rail Set to Fail
A multibillion-dollar proposal from a 
superannuation consortium to build 
Melbourne’s airport rail link is likely to 
be rejected despite federal Treasurer Josh 
Frydenberg calling for retirement funds to 
back infrastructure projects to generate jobs. 

A proposal from a private consortium including 
IFM Investors, Melbourne Airport, Metro Trains 
Australia and Southern Cross Station to build 
the rail link using a seven-kilometre tunnel is 
expected to be rejected by the Victorian and fed-
eral governments in favour of a cheaper option. 

The governments are providing $5 billion 
each for the project, and IFM has offered $7 
billion as part of its proposal. The federal 
government in November was supportive of 
the consortium’s airport rail tunnel while 
the Victorian government has not ruled 
out the option. Jennifer Duke, The Age. 

Victorians Ready to Hit the Road
More than three-quarters of Victorians 
want to pack up the car and fan into the 
regions when restrictions ease on overnight 
stays. Zach Hope, The Sunday Age. 

Staggered Work Times
The Victorian government is asking large 
employers to stagger start times for workers 

and will consider adding extra public trans-
port services as part of a strategy to avoid 
overcrowding on trams, trains and buses. 

Conversations have already begun between gov-
ernment agencies and major CBD employers that 
may lead to increased shift work and workers 
being asked to continue working from home 
on certain days. Zach Hope, The Sunday Age.     

Commuters Must Prepare for 
a New Way Forward
The Department of Health is meeting daily with 
public transport agencies, developing plans 
to move millions of commuters around the 
city and state each day safely as the economy 
re-opens. No decision has been made on forcing 
travellers to wear masks on public transport, 
as demanded by Victoria’s Rail Bus and 
Tram Union. Noel Towell, The Sunday Age. 

Travel Alarm Ahead of Return to Work
Victorians are flooding back onto the 
state’s roads and public transport system, 
raising alarm in the state government that 
the work-from-home message has stopped 
getting through. Noel Towell, The Age. 

Bumpy Road for Learner Drivers
Department of Transport figures show 
20,000 scheduled Melbourne driving tests 
were postponed in March. Australian Driver 
Trainer Instructors Victoria president Stan 
Gates said members were given about three 
days’ notice that testing was resuming. 

He said VicRoads was trying to accommodate 
the very large number of learner drivers 
who had been affected. ‘We are living in 
unprecedented times.’ Lisa Favazzo, The Age. 

BUSINESS AND FINANCE

Wage Theft Becomes a Crime 
Under New Laws
Wage theft will become a crime in Victoria 
after the state’s upper house, in an Australian 
first, passed legislation making deliberate 
underpayment of workers a criminal offence, 
despite opposition from the Coalition parties. 

Employers and the federal government 
have warned Victoria’s approach could 
be unconstitutional and confusing. The 
Victorian laws includes fines of up to $1 
million for businesses and up to 10 years jail 
for offending employers, with a team of new 
inspectors empowered to police the laws. 

The new laws do not come into effect until 
mid-2021, in a bid to give businesses time to 
prepare, but employer groups are concerned 
the laws duplicate the federal system. Ben 
Schneiders and Nick Bonyhady, The Age. 

More paper-work, with a pin-prick. Your 
Editor, as a former leader of the Australian 
Small Business Association , in the 1980’s 
and a decade of arranging finance to the 
SME sector, thinks this is very dangerous 
and very Wrong. More union-driven law, 
as is the down-sizing of the Country Fire 
Authority as an easy similar example.

Park Life Paves Way for Survival
Worldwide, cities are letting eateries 
turn their streets, car parks, footpaths, 
squares and parks into open-air cafes to 
increase their patronage while observing 
COVID social distancing restrictions. 

Thami Croeser, an RMIT Centre for Urban 
Research planner, thinks Melbourne should 
do the same. Croeser has recommended 
four ways restaurants could increase their 
space, including re-purposing car park 
spaces, a practice known as ‘parklets’. 

Moreland Council is leading the way in Victoria, 
starting a parklet program in 2017, which has 
been taken up in four locations, including by 
a café and hotel. Chloe Booker, The Age. 

Urgent Probe Call 
The Victorian opposition has called for an 
inquiry into the state government’s $24.5 billion 
coronavirus borrowing plan, claiming there has 
been little democratic oversight of the unprece-
dented pandemic spend. Noel Towell, The Age. 

Slump
Retail turnover plunged a record 17.7 per cent 
in April, seasonally adjusted numbers from 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics revealed, 
underlining how collapsing household 
consumption had driven the pandemic downturn. 

Mark McInnes, chief executive of Premier 
Investments, the owner of brands such as 
Smiggle, Peter Alexander and Breville, 
said ‘these are the worst numbers in 
the history of Australian retailing’. 
Patrick Commins, The Australian. 

Victoria Rules Leave Bosses Frustrated
Employers are urging Victorian Premier 
Andrews to back down on an escalation of the 
rules against business, after the Premier banned 
workers returning to offices until at least July. 

Cafes, restaurants and pubs will reopen in 
Victoria on June 1, with a limit of 20 patrons, 
and schools will be back fully on June 9. But 
Andrews warned workers were expressly banned 
from returning to offices and said there would 
be fines for disobedient employees. Patrick 
Durkin, The Australian Financial Review. 

Sad Sight for Shoppers
Frustrated Kmart customers have hit out at the 
discount chain for empty shelves caused by 
reliance on foreign-made stock, as the retailer 
reveals when stores will finally be replenished. 

It said it expected nursery equipment to 
arrive by the end of June, home office, 
kitchen and dining stock by mid-July and 
furniture and accessories and bikes and 
exercise equipment by the end of July. 

As Editor Appeared out of the southern cross railway station and up spencer street to see the new victoria police head 
office, he was scared shitless. A coffee shop friend explained that you need to know somebody well, to get into that building. 
The dangle on the roof, along with telstra, allows every readers phone to be followed. the new victoria.
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John Gualtieri, retail director at Kmart, said 
softened demands for products during the 

Caption 

WHY HAS THE GOVERNMENT 
FORGOTTEN SENIOR AUSTRALIANS?
Working Australians and businesses have 
been the understandable focus of the Federal 
Government’s financial assistance in the wake 
of the COVID-19-induced recession. But in 
the process, it seems senior citizens have been 
overlooked. Yet no one should doubt their 
financial pain with record low interest rates and 
the likelihood that dividend income will be cut by 
as much as 2/3rds over the next couple of years,   
affecting millions of our senior citizens.

The rush to withdraw money from super 
accounts is also unprecedented, indicating how 
badly the pandemic and subsequent loss of 
income has affected many people . Centrelink 
queues are 

the longest since the Great Depression days and 
millions of people are now effectively on the 
Government payroll via various rescue packages. 

But these recipients are not, by and large, senior 
Australians. So, what is being done, or can be 
done, for this large demographic, representing 
about 20% of the population, who also happen 
to vote?

One area that’s been largely ignored   is the 
family home. Long considered politically 
sacrosanct, the family home represents the 
most valuable single asset that most people 
have and although it appears a pillar of the 
government’s retirement income policy there is 
little meaningful debate about how this asset can 
be better utilised by senior citizens. 

What we’re talking about here is accessing the 
equity in the family home and how that can be 
used by self-funded retirees to give them cash 
flow in retirement. 

There are a couple of options available, but 
inevitably there are downsides depending on 
the circumstances of the individual or couple. 

The Government Pension Loan Scheme (PLS), 
administered by the Department of Human 
Services, is one option but has limitations. It 
has not been widely used by seniors despite 
being available for more than 30 years.

Reverse mortgages helped bridge the gap but 
there are less than 35,000 contracts worth $3.5 
billion with growth static for nearly 10 years. 
Quite clearly seniors haven’t embraced them.

They are a credit product that work on a 
variable interest rate that compounds over 
time. In 2012 there were around 20 providers 
but today there are only about five. Although 
the GFC hit this sector hard as global money 

markets dried up, there is a basic mismatch of 
time horizons for institutional money. Lending 
on short-term rates for long-term borrowers is 
not a sustainable formula.

Another type of equity release is called a 
home reversion scheme, a real estate product 
of which there is only one in Australia. The 
difference is, instead of borrowing as in a 
reverse mortgage, part of the equity is sold at 
a discount, meaning the provider gets more at 
the time of sale than they purchased. 

Very strict postcode restrictions apply to both 
types of product, more so with home reversion, 
where postcodes are limited to mainly Sydney 
and Melbourne.

A fourth option has recently been launched, 
Senior Equity Release, which is based on 
selling a percentage of the home for cash or a 
regular monthly payment. By staying in the 
home, the senior is effectively renting part 
of the house from the investor. When the 
property is sold the investor gets exactly the 
percentage back that they purchased but at the 
sale price. 

This is a fairer method with a more predictable 
outcome. The investor shares equally the profit, 
or loss, of the house with the owner, as well as 
sharing expenses such as home maintenance. 
Importantly the title remains with the senior.

A marked difference in this model is that 
family members can invest so the property can 
remain in the family on an arm’s length basis 
using an ASIC registered product that clearly 
details the   arrangement, minimising the risk 
of a dispute.

Here are some statistics from ASIC’s Review 
of Reverse Mortgage Lending in the Australia 
Report from August 2018 that illustrate the 
potential for home equity release.

There is an increasing role for equity release 
products as evidenced by the population of 
older Australians growing at an increasing rate. 

From 2014 to 2054, the number of people 
in Australia between 65 and 84 years of age 
is likely to more than double (increasing by 
over 4 million, from 3.1 million in 2014 to 7.0 
million), and the number of people over 85 
years is expected to more than quadruple. 

Note: See the Treasury, 2015 Intergenerational 
report (March 2015). 

These trends will affect demand for equity 
release products. 

More than $500 billion of Australia’s home 
equity is held by consumers aged over 65, and 
about 70% of Australians aged 55–85 own 

their home outright. 

In 2014, only 62% of couples and 38% 
of single people were on track to reach a 
comfortable retirement income. 

Note: Productivity Commission report, p. 
145; Deloitte Australia, Deloitte Australian 
mortgage report 2018 (Deloitte report); 
University of Melbourne and Towers Watson, 
View: Retirement adequacy—Are we making 
progress? (August 2016).   

Although consumer demand for reverse 
mortgages has risen gradually since the 2008 
GFC, most consumers still have negative 
overall perceptions about equity release 
products such as reverse mortgages.  ”A 
common view among retirees — and even 
many finance brokers and lenders -- tends to 
be that equity release products take advantage 
of vulnerable elderly people, or that they are 
often used by family members to do so.”

Note: See Productivity Commission report, 
p. 154. See also ASIC, Managing change 
in retirement: Related financial issues and 
implications, September 2017.   

Despite this, the Productivity Commission 
report has noted that the family home remains 
an untapped source of retirement income. 

“Most older Australian home owners on low 
incomes could achieve a modest retirement 
living standard over the remainder of their 
lives by drawing on their home equity.” 

Note: See Productivity Commission report, p. 
2.

If this fractional equity release financial 
product meets the Government Downsizer 
legislation, senior Australians will have the 
opportunity to age in their own homes while   
drawing down debt-free equity from their 
home to top up their super and increase their 
retirement income.

Although the Government has not yet defined 
how the family home works within the 
retirement income policy framework, perhaps 
this model of equity release can deliver a 
solution that will have broader appeal – and 
help solve a pressing social need.

Warren Gibson - 9452 0236  

warren.gibson@domacon.com.au

Head of Marketing , DomaCom
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lockdown also resulted in the company 
pausing inventory shipments from these foreign 
manufacturers. Georgia Clark, The Australian. 

JobKeeper Stampede
Hoppers Crossing was one of the worst-hit areas 
during the COVID shutdown, with thousands 
of businesses applying for the government’s 
flagship wage subsidy program. The southwest 
suburb ranked in the top five across Australia 
for JobKeeper applications, with 3681. 

There were 6693 applications from businesses 
in Melbourne’s CBD. Australian Taxation 
Office data revealed more than 840,000 
businesses had their JobKeeper application 
processed, with Treasury estimating the 
scheme would cover 3.5 million employees. 

The Sydney CBD saw the most applicants 
for inclusion in the scheme, followed by 
Melbourne, Liverpool in NSW, Hoppers 
Crossing, and Cairns in Far North Queensland. 
Tamsin Rose and Tom Minear, Herald Sun. 

Pandemic Couldn’t Put Freeze on Trends
An early coronavirus rush for freezers 
moved to big screen televisions and ended 
up in shoppers snapping up new couches and 
beds, retail veteran Gerry Harvey said. The 
evolving sales pattern has tracked the same 
path across Harvey Norman’s international 
store portfolio, he said. ‘We are in eight 
countries and what has happened in one has 
happened in all.’ John Dagge, Herald Sun. 

The One-stop Shop for Easier Tendering
An online platform is connecting builders 
and sub-contractors for a wide range of 
jobs. ‘We’re looking towards an industry 
that’s fair and sustainable and more 
transparent.’ Michael Ashcroft. The Age. 

Federal Cash Key to Wean 
Off Stamp Duty: Pallas
State Treasurer Tim Pallas said on June 4 that 
Victoria could go alone on reforming its tax base 
while asking for Commonwealth help with ‘cash 
flow’ if the states and the federal government 
could not agree on a new national tax framework. 

Federal Treasurer Josh Frydenberg made it clear 
the states would have to find the money them-
selves to pay the short-term costs of their tax 
reform ambitions. Frydenberg ruled out bridging 
finance from the Commonwealth to help states 

wean themselves off ‘inefficient taxes’ like stamp 
duty and payroll tax that prop up their budgets. 

Credit rating agencies are already worried 
about the state’s debt, which is forecast to 
surpass $54 billion within three years. The 
state government has neither confirmed nor 
denied reports it is considering an opt-in system 
in which homebuyers might choose to pay off 
their stamp duty over many years to replace 
the current system, in which buyers contribute 
an upfront payment. Noel Towell, The Age.   

Seafarers Locked Up
Crews of ships carrying pine logs to China from 
the south-western Victorian port of Portland 
are being detained. ‘Crew members will be 
required to undergo an additional 14 days of 
isolation commencing on arrival in Victoria.’ 
Australian Border Force website excerpt. 

The rule has presented a dilemma for the Port 
of Portland, which specialises in exporting 
timber products. Chinese authorities will 
not accept timber logs unless the ships 
exporting them are first fumigated to kill 
insects or other pests or pathogens. 

That requires log ships to be isolated at a berth 
away from other ships in Portland harbour 
while specialists treat the vessels, which 
takes two days. Tony Wright, The Age. 

Super Funds Will be ‘Biggest 
Political Donors’, says Bragg
Senator Andrew Bragg wants to force industry 
superannuation funds to disclose how much 
money they give to trade unions, claiming 
more than $30 million a year will be paid from 
retirement profits into union coffers by 2030. 

The Liberal senator slammed the relationship 
between unions and super funds in his 
book Bad Egg: How to Fix Super, referring 
to Australian Electoral Commission data 
showing industry funds paid $10.45 million to 
unions in 2017, up from $3.22 million in 2006. 
Jennifer Duke and David Crowe, The Age. 

High Losses ‘Due to State Economy’
Victoria’s high proportion of job losses is 
due to the nature of the state’s economy, 
rather than a failure of government stimulus, 
Treasurer Tim Pallas says. Australian Bureau 
of Statistics data revealed 8.6 per cent of 
Victorian jobs were lost in the month to April 
18 – the largest proportion in Australia. 

About 77 per cent of Victoria’s economy relates 
to services, with the state relying on a signif-
icant proportion of jobs in hospitality, major 
events, tourism and international education. 
Michael Fowler and Paul Sakkal, The Age. 

State Wage Theft Laws Raise 
Double Jeopardy Fear
Business owners who underpay workers 
in Victoria risk being prosecuted twice 
for the same offence once the Victorian 
government criminalises wage theft. The 
federal Fair Work Ombudsman covers the 
same terrain but without the jail threat. 

‘The people who do true wage theft, go 
get them, they’re giving us all a bad 
name and they’re wrong.’ Peter Strong, 
Council of Small Business Organisations 
of Australia. Nick Bonyhady, The Age.   

MEDIA   

Hold the Front Page
For almost 150 years, The Great Southern 
Star and Yarram Standard delivered the news 
of their Gippsland communities. The papers 
suspended print publication in March but 
on May 29, Tony Giles, whose family has 
owned the business for decades, confirmed 
the worst: the papers were finished. 

The Star and Standard are the latest Victorian 
mastheads to fall victim to a collapse in 
advertising amid COVID. Their closure 
follows News Corp’s announcement in late 
May that 125 of its local papers nationally 
would either close or go digital only. 

Leongatha historian Lyn Skillern has pored 
through every edition of The Star since 1908 
as part of research on the local secondary 
college. The Public Interest Journalism 
Initiative tracks newsroom closures, mergers 
and moves to digital-only publication across 
Australia and has recorded 213 ‘contractions’ 
since January 2019. Royce Millar, The Age. 

AGRICULTURE

Barley Farmers have ‘Nowhere to Sell’
While barley represented only a fraction 
of the state’s export market to China this 
year, Warracknabeal farmer David Drage 
said the effects of the tariffs had been swift 
and devastating.   ‘[With] a good winter 
crop production, Victoria will be back to 
having close to 1 million tonnes, potentially 
$300 million worth of barley to export to a 
world which won’t want it.’ David Drage. 

China banned beef imports from four 
abattoirs in NSW and Queensland in May, 
telling the Australian government the ban 
was due to labelling and health standards 
concerns. Bianca Hall, The Sunday Age. 

Basin Plan Extension sought
Victoria and NSW have called for the 
Murray Darling Basin Plan’s 2024 deadline 
to be extended, saying they would not 
be able to return all the required water 
to the river system by that time. 

As Editor started to read this quarterly edition he realised the academic and idealogical focus and pc focus of the 
essay after a first career in the coal industry he absolutley disagrees with the focus of its contents.
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Other states rejected the push for a delay, 
prompting NSW Water Minister Melinda Pavey 
to declare she would no longer attend meetings 
with them over the plan and would instead 
negotiate directly with the federal government. 

The Basin Plan requires states to recover 
a total of 3200 gigalitres of water from 
irrigation by 2024 to boost the health of 
the river. ‘It’s inappropriate to threaten 
buybacks if unrealistic time frames aren’t 
met.’ Victorian Water Minister Lisa Neville. 
Lisa Visentin and Mike Foley, The Age.   

Let’s get it out there
The Rural Press Club of Victoria is launching 
its 2020 Rural and Regional Journalism and 
Photography Awards, with increased prize 
money to recognise the best work across 
the state. This year has been challenging for 
regional journalists and photographers, with 
many publications reducing or stopping 
coverage.   
 
Journalist of the Year,  Photographer of the 
Year  and  Young Journalist of the Year  will 
each receive $1,000 and a trophy. Open to all 
journalists, photographers and media outlets in 
Victoria and Tasmania. Until 31st July.  Need to 
be a member of the Rural Press Club of Victoria.

 MINING

Quarterly Essay. The Coal 
Curse   Resources, Climate and 
Australia’s Future   Judith Brett.
 Editor is in no hurry to finish reading this 
particular essay, as after the first ten or so 
pages, it was an academic thesis against coal. 
Editor spent some years in the coal business, 
underground, on rail and overseas, and 
became aware of how carefully most coaliers 

keep it quite   clean. Much of the smoke you 
see in photos and on the screen is smoke and 
mirrors. And not poison going up into the sky.

Australia, overall, will be the poorer without coal.

ARTS

Crisis Talks on Abbotsford 
Convent Tenants
The Abbotsford Convent, Australia’s largest 
multi-arts space, has been in crisis talks after 
some tenants’ incomes all but collapsed amid 
the lockdown. Dozens of tenants have joined 
forces to beg the convent’s foundation for 
greater rent relief. Bianca Hall, The Age.

NGV Manages to Save its Shows

In December, the gallery was due to 
open its second Triennial: an exhibition 
of contemporary art and design by about 
80 artists and designers from dozens of 
countries. The inaugural Triennial was the 
gallery’s most visited exhibition. Ellwood 
gave his staff a goal: the show must go on. 

The NGV isn’t alone in its scramble to rethink 
schedules. Galleries and museums around the 
country are cancelling, postponing or racing 
against the clock as their big-ticket international 
exhibitions have been thrown into flux. 

The National Gallery of Australia has not 
yet cancelled its Botticelli to Van Gogh: 
Masterpieces from the National Gallery, 
London due to open in November. However, 
the art is at the National Museum of Western 
Art in Tokyo which remains shut as the city 
copes with a second COVID wave and was 
due to head to Osaka’s National Museum of 
Art in July before coming to Sydney. Nick 
Miller and Melanie Kembrey, The Age.           

Order Guards Aboriginal Rock Site
An Aboriginal site with ancient rock art 
in Victoria’s west has become the first 
to receive an interim protection order to 
guard the culturally significant works. 

The site in the Mount Arapiles-Tooan State Park 
contains more than 50 rock art motifs at a rock 
shelter called Dyurrite 1. The paintings can’t 
be seen with the naked eye, but advances in 
technology helped to identify the culturally sig-
nificant site last year. Benjamin Preiss, The Age. 

Mirka’s Message
Mirka Mora emigrated to Australia with her 
husband, Georges, and became a celebrated 
restaurateur and artist post World War II horrors 
at the hands of the Nazis. Jewish Museum of 
Australia’s first exhibition on the artist, called 
MIRKA, which will open in December. 

It will take in her early years in Paris, her role 
in Melbourne’s post-war bohemian arts scene 
and her success as an artist. It will feature 
never exhibited works from the Mora family’s 
private collections, from Mirka’s Richmond 
studio and archives, and Mirka pieces recently 
acquired by the Heide Museum of Modern Art. 

Her son, William Mora, said that Mirka’s 
creation in her art of ‘an imaginary world, 
of goodness, was her way of dealing 
with the horror of surviving the Second 
World War’. Carolyn Webb, The Age.   

SOCIETY

Pass the Baton
Almost one hundred years ago, 21 April 
1921, some gentlemen had lunch at   Scotts’ 
Hotel, 444 Collins Street, built in 1860 and 
passed away in 1962. One of those wonderful 
Melbourne city hotels, ‘the city home of 
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country people, horse-owners, breeders, the 
Melbourne home of English cricketers.

Melbourne Rotary Club member Owen 
Parnaby’s Australia’s First Rotary Club; A 
History of the Rotary Club of Melbourne, 
published in 2002, tells of philanthropic 
and charitable endeavours, service to 
the community, service above self. And 
goof friendship amongst members.

Australian Society is not like it was twenty years 
ago. Other social groups and   volunteers, as 
well as Rotary have changed because of a/the 
breakdown/change of the social/community/
business/workplace structure. Parnaby covers 
this in his book. Rotary continues in some 
different yet still very vibrant ways. Editor was 
ushered/engineered off Collins Street to his 
first Rotary lunch and membership in about 
2000. The Governor-General of Australia, on 
Friday 10 July passed the baton (of Rotary), 
somewhat zoomingly, for movement around 
Australia and the lower Pacific for arrival 
back in Melbourne on 21 April next year.   

Our G-G again. Pendulum Swinging 
Governor-General David Hurley says the 
Honours gender balance can reach parity ‘in 
the next few years’, as the proportion of 
women reached its highest level in this year’s 
Queens Birthday list. Of 710 awards in the 
General Division, 290 went to women, or 
41 per cent. Ean Higgins, The Australian. 

Modest Hero and his Hunch
Hero volunteer Ben Gibbs travelled 60km from 
his home in Melbourne’s north-eastern suburbs 
on 11 June, to join the search for young autistic 
William Callaghan, two nights on his own in 
cold weather , on Mt Disappointment because 
he had a ‘gut feeling’ about the rescue mission. 
He knew the area well.. Gibbs, a father himself, 
arrived at the mountain alone, was on foot and 
didn’t register his details with the police. Oh 
Dear…Did not register.   Just had a clear mission.

‘I saw where the (search and rescue) guys had 
tagged, where they searched previously, and 
I went a bit deeper than that. I’m the one that 
stumbled across him, but everybody found 
him.’ Ben Gibbs. Brianna Travers, Herald Sun.   

Let’s Tear It All Down at the 
Dawn of Great Awokening
Race protests have morphed into an assault on 
democracy. Universities succumbed to tyranny 
of ‘diversity’, perversion of science. Despots can 
be toppled by evidence, reality, reason and con-
sent. The Weekend Australian. …and idealogy…

Surfing for Solidarity
More than 200 people paddled out at Anglesea’s 
Point Roadknight beach standing for unity 
and calling for an end of racism against 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders. 

Aireys Inlet’s Belinda Baggs was among the 
local organisers who pulled together a Solidarity 
in Surf event to be part of the world-wide 
paddle-out movement instigated by American 
not-for-profit Black Girls Surf. Bellarine Times.     

James Cook Memorial in 
Edinburgh Gardens Defaced
Visitors to the Edinburgh Gardens in 
North Fitzroy were confronted at the 
Rowe Street entrance to the park by white 
paint daubed over Cook’s face and the 
word SHAME scrawled below it. Carolyn 
Webb and Rachel Eddie, The Age.

Call to Consult on Cook Plaque’s Future
Yarra Council will be asked to consult with 
the Aboriginal community on whether to 
keep a memorial to Captain James Cook in 
Edinburgh Gardens, which was defaced. Rachel 
Eddie, The Age.   We all know what the Warra 
Council will do. No balance their/there. 

Toppling Statues Challenges 
History. Julia Baird, The Age

SPORT   

Please kneel down
Essendon star Joe Daniher has called on the 
AFL to hold itself and its sponsors to a ‘higher 

standard’ amid criticism of its partnerships 
with Rio Tinto and BHP, after the destruction 
of ancient Indigenous sites and calling on 
the league to sever ties with the miners.

As players around the competition join in 
pre-match gestures in support of the Black 
Lives Matter movement, the AFL has been 
accused of not walking the talk on racism 
by associating with the mining giants, who 
have been at the centre of a national outcry 
this week. Vince Rugari, The Age.   

AFL to Give Late Sunday Games a Try
The AFL will wait for TV ratings for its new 
Sunday night time-slot before deciding if it 
survives beyond the first month of the season 
restart. Sunday night had previously been 
regarded as something of a graveyard slot 
for AFL games, particularly with crowds. 

Fewer than 41,000 turned up to the 
MCG to watch Carlton and Collingwood 
clash in 2014, when the league tried a 
7.10pm start. Sam McClure, The Age.   

Why this Footy Season is 
even more Special
Being able to switch on the television and enjoy 
the game offers the opportunity to switch off. 
As the players take to the ground, their efforts 
will be just as much about scoring goals as 
they will be about providing hope to millions 
of Australians who have been rocked by the 
pandemic. Footy is the narrative of our winters 
and in 2020 we have never needed it more. 
Richard Marles, 7 July, back to Herald Sun. 

Footy Cuts Like a Knife
AFL chief executive Gillon McLachlan has 
been trying hard to get as many AFL staff 
working during the shortened season as 
possible. But, sadly, not everyone at AFL 
media seems likely to survive. Samantha 
Hutchinson and Colin Kruger, The Age. 

Big July for Footy
Collingwood president Eddie McGuire has 
forecast the prospect of 10,000 fans attending 
AFL matches in Victoria (from next month). 
While the MCG stands will be without fans 
for the first rounds, the State Government is 
investigating options. Glenn McFarlane, Gilbert 
Gardiner and Andrew Koubaridis, Herald Sun. 
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STOP PRESS. 
Since these notes were made, Victoria is 
since 8 July, back to stage 3 lockdown. The 
AFL year will continue, with Melbourne 
teams moving their bed s to mostly 
Queensland to avoid quarantine, mostly

AFL’s Last-minute TV Deal
Seven to save $87 million over the 
next three football seasons. Zoe 
Samios and Jake Niall, The Age. 

AFL Players Take a Stand Against Racism
Geelong vice-captain Patrick Dangerfield has 
urged Australians to learn more about the 
land on which they stand and what it means 
to Indigenous people as players across the 
AFL plan to show their support for the Black 
Lives Matter movement when games return. 

In a player-led initiative, Richmond and 
Collingwood players were set to take a 
knee pre-game to show support, with the 
gesture ticked off by the clubs and AFL. 
Peter Ryan and Jake Niall, The Age. 

AFL Clubs’ Windfall
The AFL’s six MCG tenant clubs have landed 
a multi-million windfall under a COVID-19 
emergency deal struck between Australian 
Rules football and its premier stadium. 

Collingwood, Melbourne, Richmond, Hawthorn, 
Carlton and Essendon will each receive home 
game payments estimated at between $150,000 
and $200,000 per match for the remainder of the 
shortened season. Caroline Wilson, The Age.   

DOG CORNER

Final Siren
The siren has sounded on senior footy and 
netball for this year across the Geelong region. 
Concerns have been raised by senior football and 
netball clubs included uncertainty around a clear 
path back to return to play, uncertainty over gen-
erating revenue without opening bars and can-
teens, the inability to effectively manage crowds 
to comply with regulations and health concerns. 

The governing bodies and leagues remain 
committed to providing alternative compe-
tition models in a modified format for senior 
football and netball, as well as for junior 
football, netball and senior female football in 
2020, and believe all players should be given 
the chance to play in some capacity safely 
in 2020, if they opt to do so with their clubs’ 
support. James Taylor, Bellarine Times.   

Ref lect on any community. 
In the CBD. In the ‘burbs. In the Bush. Sport 
has been and is what brings the community 
together. Also School. Churches. 

VALE 

  (Names which might attract the Reader.)

Paul Drum FCPA For 22 years Paul was the 
voice of CPA Australia and a prominent media 
presence. The Age.   Caryl Williamson: Sydney 
Racing’s Heart and Soul. Chris Roots, The 
Age. Paul Edwin Von Nessen: Scholar, Wine 
Lover, Sports Fanatic. Paul Brenner, Phil 
Lipton and Richard Mitchell, The Age.   

From The Age, mostly

Bernard John Creevey. Marjorie 
Hirst. Geoffrey Louis Oliver. 
Mervyn Pizzey. Trudy Teunissen. 
Sheila (nee Chinnery) Waters. 
Margaret Rosemary (nee Beeson) 
Wilcox. Harold (Harry) Ansell. 
Colin J.R. Austerberry. Dr 
Christopher Charles Baker. 
Robert Arthur Bland. Peter Henry 
Freeman. Bruce George Mainka 
Dip. C.E., MIEAust., CPEng (Ret.).     

Tom Atkin. Elspeth Digby, aged 
94. Carole Ann Elliott. Clare 
(nee Lynch) McGrath. Geoffrey 
Maxwell, C. Mercer. Cathy (nee 
Day) Ramsden. Suzanne Rae 
Richmond. Henry Leopold Speagle, 
OAM. Wonderful friend of the 
Editor., Yun Cheng Ting. Flora 
Isabel Walding. Tony White. John 
James Macleroy Barklamb. David 
Ian Bertram. Allan Terrence 

Casey. Arthur Joseph AM Day. Michael 
Thomas ‘Mick’ Egan. Malcolm Brian Elliot.   

Betty Grayce Allanson. Helen Faye Elston. 
Bruce Gough. Jean Irene Dundas. Geoffrey 
Maxwell Mercer. Helen Patricia Tanner. 
Tony Ojars Vinkler. Keith Lindsay Donald 
Banks. Muriel Grace (nee Jamieson) Brown. 
Allison Barbara Hurse. Rodney Lardner 
Jennings. Elizabeth Susan (Rowe) Mack. 
Alister (Alec) James McClure. Patrick 
Montague. Thomas AM (Tom) O’Brien. Peter 
John Scales. Frederick Angelo Tosolini. 

Doris Jane Caddaye. Nannette (nee 
Anderson) Graham. Andrew Sladen 
Gubbins. George Walter Hines. Debbie 
(Debra) Lane. Gwyneth (nee Owen) 
Smith. Philip Willoughby Messenger. 
Olgamary Therese (nee Whelan) Savage. 

Margaret (nee Straw) Crisp. Fay (nee Dickson) 
Jensen-Muir. Geoffrey Donald Meldrum. 
Thomas James Richard AM O’Brien. Friar 
Theophane (Paul) OFM Rush.. Dr Thomas 
Reginald Sutterby. Robert Joseph Kerry 
Clancy. Margaret (nee Potts) Collyer. John 
Drummond. Margaret Helen (Maggie) 
OAM Fitzgibbon. Martha Philomena (nee 
Smith) O’Brien. Garry Albert Orme. 

Dawn Louise (nee Goudie) Bertram. Patricia 
Mary (nee Leroy) Duffy. Shane Brice McCarthy. 
Alison (nee Macvean) Sheppard. Jack Peter 
Thomson. Steryani (Stella) Kyropoulos. Brian 
John Margossis. Cameron McAinch. Iris Ethel 
Florence Nankivell. Dr Colin Martin Williams. 
Sidney Matthew Andrewartha. Rowan 
Ashworth. Lisa Natalia Brughera. Lilian 
Alice (Betty) Curtis. Geoffrey Henley Hughes. 
Elizabeth Susan Mack. Margaret (nee Birch) 
Oates. Peter John Scales. Peter Moir Stilwell. 

David Townson Bathgate. Ruth (nee Archer) 
Loder. Bernard Sargeant. Richard John QC 
Stanley. Frederick Charles Wilson. Arthur 
Day. Rosemary Carmel (nee Moat) Fisher. 
Joyce Florence Edgoose. Timothy Gay. Richard 
John ‘John’ Howley. Deborah Locco. Peter 
William Denys Matthews.     Christopher 
Baker. Salvatore Caleo. Josephine Antonia 
(nee Villa) Canals. Salvatore Caleo. Marcus de 
Rijk. Elsa Bernadette Galbally. Maureen Ivy 
Georgeson. Neil Gerald O’Loghlen. Patricia 
Margaret (nee McHattie) Panozzo. Anthony 
Douglas ‘Tony’ Shaw. John William Shepherd.   

Alan Keith Abbey. Suzi Abd El Sayed. Harold 
Bertie Chatfield. Joy Le Maistre, 94. Stewart 
Crawford Merrett. Ian Charles McPherson. 
Charles Robert Richmond Rex. Neil Edwin 
Carson Emeritus Professor AO. Elias de 
Geest. Burjor (Buji) Pestonji Dhabher. R.B. 
Drummond.. Bert Kahanoff. Raphael (Ray) 
Aloysius Kirchner. Dr Bruce Andrew Lean. Dr 
Leslie John Moran. Keith William Tamblyn.   

Margaret Forbes Philip Broadhead. 
Patrick Francis Feehan. Allan Leslie 
Moore. Douglas Stewart.   
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